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Installation
The Wind sensor should be fitted in a position unshielded from the wind
and away from possible source of eddies which could give misleading

readings. On a sailing boat the mast head
is the best position. If this is not practical,
or on a vessel without a mast, the unit
should be located as high as possible in a
position fully exposed to the wind.

Select a position at least 1 metre away
from a VHF antenna.

Mount the base of the sensor to a normally
horizontal surface.

Feed the cable of the sensor through the
mounting tube base.

Position the wind sensor in the base with the
arrow pointing towards the bow. The meter
will indicate 0 degrees for wind dead on the
bow and 90 degrees for a wind on the star-
board beam, etc.

If the system is used as a land system then
zero degrees should correspond to North.

Apply a moderate force to push the wind sensor into the base. The sensor
will ’snap’ securely into the base.

Ensure that the wind sensor is securely mounted so that excessive vibra-
tion is prevented.

Wiring connections

Connect the cable from the wind sensor as follows:

Brown = 0 volts
White  = +12 volts (suitably fused)
Yellow = NMEA +
Green = NMEA -

Connections for a C-net 2000:

Technical data
Supply voltage: 12 Volts (+/- 10%) DC
Power consumption: 125 mA (at 12 Volts)
Length of cable: 20 metres (66 ft)

Signal windsensor: RS422 (NMEA) 01 83) serial windspeed and wind
direction, 4800 baud, 8 bit, 1 stop bit, no parity

Output sentence (string) according to
NMEA 0183:
$WIMWV,ddd,R,ss.s,M,A<CR> <LF>

$ = Start of sentence
Wl = Device type: Weather Instrument
MWV = Wind speed and direction
ddd = Wind direction value [0..359º]
R = Relative to vessel
ss.s = Wind speed value [0..25.5 m/s]
M = Unit for wind speed [m/s]
A = Data is valid


